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Abstract: Educative attitude is an essential, if implicit, aspect of training to acquire competency
in therapeutic patient education (TPE). With multiple (or nonexistent) definitions in the literature,
however, the concept needs clarification. The primary aim of this study was to analyze the
representations and transformations experienced by health care professionals in the course
of TPE training in order to characterize educative attitude. We conducted an exploratory
qualitative study using several narrative research-based tools with participants of two TPE
continuing education courses. We then performed an inductive thematic analysis. Thirty-three
people participated in the study; the majority were women (n=29), nurses (n=17) working in a
hospital setting (n=28). Seven categories of statements were identified: time-related (“the right
moment, how much time it takes”), the benefits of TPE (to health care professionals’ personal
well-being), emotions and feelings (quality of exchanges, sharing), the professional nature of
TPE (educational competencies required), the holistic, interdisciplinary approach (complexity
of the person and value of teamwork), the educational nature of the care relationship (education an integral part of care) and the ethical dimension (introspection essential). The first three
components appear fairly innovative, at least in formulation. The study’s originality rests primarily in its choice of participants – highly motivated novices who expressed themselves in a
completely nontheoretical way. Health models see attitude as critical for adopting a behavior.
Best TPE practices should encourage personal work on this, opening professionals to the social,
experiential and emotional aspects of managing chronic illness.
Keywords: therapeutic patient education, attitude of health personnel, competence,
professional
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Attitudes are important components of competencies.
The attitudinal component of educative competencies, called “educative attitude”, requires further
characterization in the field of therapeutic patient education (TPE).
Seven dimensions and 43 statements of educative attitude were highlighted in this study. They are
related to temporal aspect, personal benefit of TPE practice for health care professionals, emotional
dimension, holistic and interdisciplinary approach to the patient, the professionalizing nature of TPE,
educational relationship between the patient and caregiver, and ethical relationship.
The statements of educative attitude have to be considered as part of health care professional
training in TPE field and as a tool to clarify the reasons for any tensions between health care
professionals in the same team.
Further studies are needed to validate educative attitude statements and to better understand
how to develop them.
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Introduction
Since 1998, therapeutic patient education (TPE) has been
recognized as a significant contribution to chronic disease
management that should be incorporated into health care professional (HP) training programs.1,2 TPE is based on the
powerful idea that educating patients – that is, helping them
develop skills to better manage, and adapt their lives to, their
disease – contributes to health.
The quality of TPE activities depends heavily on the skills
and abilities of HPs,3 the most important being educational
competency. Competency is defined as knowing how to
take effective action through the mobilization and use of
a variety of resources.4 The term “resource” is preferred to
“knowledge” because it can encompass social, emotional and
experiential, rather than just cognitive, elements. Combining such resources in a given professional situation leads to
action. The recommendations regarding TPE competencies1,5
refer only to resources in the domain of knowledge and
know-how. Yet, as Ajzen’s theory of planned behavior6 tells
us, attitudes influence – and strongly predict – behavior.
Thus, the attitudinal aspect of educational competency –
henceforth referred to as “educative attitude” – is crucial for
the development of TPE competencies, allowing as it does
for the social, emotional and experiential dimensions of the
aforementioned resources.
This is a relatively important consideration from the
standpoint of professional practice, where “educative
attitude” is often used without knowing to what exactly it
refers. Indeed, “educative attitude” can mean different things
depending on the country or context in which it is used, leading to different opinions on which competencies should be
acquired. A conceptual clarification is therefore needed.
A number of definitions for attitude have been proposed in
the literature. Rosenberg and Hovland7 described attitude, in
a broad sense, as “predispositions to respond to some class of
stimuli with certain classes of response.” Viewed in that way,
they felt that attitude has three basic components: cognitive,
affective and behavioral. Other authors have offered narrower
definitions based on the idea that the cognitive and behavioral
components ultimately derive from underlying affects and
beliefs.8 Eagly and Chaiken,9 for example, defined attitude as
a “psychological tendency that is expressed by evaluating a
particular entity with some degree of favor or disfavor”. That
definition helps clarify the concept based on three features:
psychological tendency (attitude is a state of mind), evaluation
(the individual makes a value judgment) and attitude object (the
evaluative response is directed at specific entities or things – an
idea, a person or other entities).10 Because it includes aspects
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of attitude that are missing from competency resources in the
field, this definition is especially useful with regard to TPE.
Several studies offered further food for thought on this subject.
(The literature search was broadened to include the concepts
of self-management and self-care. Though these concepts do
not always cover the same reality as TPE, these search terms
retrieve studies that better fit our research aims.)
The literature review on educative attitude helped identify, first, articles on practices and barriers to self-care or
TPE11–15 and those that emphasized the difficulties in transferring practices, the lack of time for TPE, the difficulties
in handling psychosocial issues, communication with the
patient and the lack of support and structure for such work.
Those studies do not, however, explore the attitudinal aspect
as described by Eagly and Chaiken.9
A few studies were closer to what we were looking for
and attempted to explore the concept of attitude as it relates
to TPE or self-care using a qualitative approach. Hult et al16
focused on the degree to which HPs recognize their role
as educators; it seemed fairly slight among the professionals interviewed. Thorne et al17 looked at the attitudes and
values underlying health care relationships in the context
of chronic illness, using patient expectations to indirectly
explore professionals’ attitudes. The patients identified the
need for their HP to recognize their (the patients’) expertise
and skills, to see them as a whole person rather than just
a disease, to share information with them and to prioritize
quality of life. Bos-Touwen et al18 demonstrated the importance of recognizing patients’ ability to take care of themselves as a factor affecting self-care practices and nurses’
overall assessment of patients. Norris and Kilbride19 pointed
out the perceived challenge that patient empowerment and
the loss of control inherent in that type of approach poses
to HPs. Lake and Staiger20 reported that HPs rely on five
main elements for implementing self-management: collaborative care, self-responsibility, the client’s individual
situation, structured support and linking with community
agencies. Clark et al21 found that HPs involved in TPE felt
that it led to greater health care team well-being. These
results confirm the multidimensional character of educative attitude in the TPE or self-care approach. Moreover,
these studies were based on HPs not necessarily trained in
TPE. While the results are interesting, such professionals
may have a truncated view of TPE and self-care and, as
a result, a narrow or truncated view of educative attitude
itself. Apropos of this, Roussel and Deccache22 showed
that HPs have multiple, sometimes conflicting, representations of TPE.
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Other types of studies focused on the assessment aspect,
proposing scales for evaluating attitude. The Diabetes Attitude
Scale (DAS), by Anderson et al,23 can be used to measure
professionals’ attitudes about the need for special training
to provide diabetes care, the severity of type 2 diabetes, the
value of tight glucose control, the psychosocial impact of
diabetes and patient autonomy. Hibbard et al24 proposed the
Clinician Support for Patient Activation Measure (CS-PAM),
which assesses health care professionals’ attitude about the
importance of patient self-management skills. Linn and
Lewis25 developed a scale to measure attitude toward self-care
relative to perceived access, quality, cost and results of selfcare. Finally, Garvey et al26 proposed a scale for measuring the
attitudes of health care personnel providing general hospital
care to people with learning disabilities. The scale includes
items regarding the emotions associated with caring for this
particular group and the competencies that caregiver teams
need to provide such care. These tools are interesting in that
they offer a quantitative view of the situation and allow comparisons over time (eg, before and after a training program)
or between populations. Their biggest limitation, however, is
that they are oriented toward a specific component of attitude
or a particular audience or pathology. These kinds of tools
fail to allow all the possible aspects of attitude that might be
considered given the previously described results.
To describe the different dimensions of educative attitude
more explicitly, the focus needs to be narrowed to HPs trained
in TPE; they share a broader view of attitude and require a
more qualitative approach. To the best of our knowledge,
only one study27 used an open-ended approach to explore the
perceptions of HPs who had taken an online TPE course. The
results of that study showed how important it was that HPs
recognize patient–caregiver equality, the need for patientcentered care in which HPs support patient self-management.
The study pointed out the need for further research to better
characterize educative attitude, while placing it in the context
in which it is expressed. The advantage of using a group of
trainee HPs in this kind of study is that they are naive, honest
and motivated in their responses.
Based on these observations, the main objective of our
study was to explore the perceptions and opinions of HPs
engaged in the training process, in order to characterize the
educative attitude in the field of TPE.

Methods
Approach
Educative attitude was characterized based on the views
of HPs engaged in a TPE training program. We took a
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qualitative exploratory approach using a combination of
narrative research-inspired data collection instruments.28

Population and sample
Two training sites were studied – Liege (Belgium) and Nancy
(France). By looking at two different training systems, we
were able to explore educative attitude in different contexts.
In France, TPE is required by the public health code, and
implementation is guided by best practice recommendations.
In Belgium, on the other hand, there is no official policy
for the development of TPE. The advantage in studying
these two sites was not the ability to compare the responses
from the two samples but better data saturation. The main
characteristics of the two training programs are described in
Table 1. Health care professionals were chosen by convenience sampling. All the individuals who participated in the
2014–2015 courses at the two training sites were invited to
participate in this study.

Data collection
Three types of tools were used to collect information
related to the study objectives, using the process shown in
Figure 1.
The process began with the most open-ended, nonspecific
approach possible to educative attitude and ended with the
construction of a semistructured questionnaire, with an intermediate phase in between. The reflective analysis – originally
intended for certifying the Belgian HPs – served to identify
the initial features of educative attitude in the most spontaneous possible way. This enabled the investigators to better
target the study parameters, which were then collected using
an open-ended questionnaire administered to both groups.
Finally, the researchers developed a third tool to get more
detailed information by presenting the various dimensions
of educative attitude to the respondents. Therefore, three
rounds of data collection, from January 2015 to June 2015,
were carried out with the respondents. This iterative process
is highly recommended in qualitative research. Overall, the
instructions communicated to the participants were to write
about “how the training has changed their mind about patient
role, about professional practices, […]”

Data analysis
The participant narratives were read in their entirety. The
principal investigator (BP) then extracted all quotations
(sentences or paragraphs) that fit our study objectives,
verbatim, preserving the quality of the writings as produced.
Those quotations were compiled into content-similar groups
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Table 1 Description of the training programs
Characteristics Liege training (Belgium)
of programs

Nancy training (France)

Duration
Number of
sessions
Total number
of hours
Main objectives

1 year
14 days

1 year
14 days

120 hours

112 hours

– To provide an introspective approach to their
practices and their representations.
– To develop a rigorous methodology that can
lead to construction of a single TPE course for
each patient.
– To center the support on the patient’s
situation from the perspective of systemic
approach of the person.
– To work in a team, coordinating its work
with other actors in the management toward
common patient-centered goals.
– To integrate TPE in care activities.
Module 1: TPE: some ethics in our professional
practices! What consequences for my practice?
Module 2: Discovering the chronic patient
Module 3: Learning to listen, communicate and
talk: a good start in education
Module 4: Learning to listen: motivations,
resources and limits: How to stay relevant?
Module 5: Announcing the diagnosis: how to
optimize?
Module 6: How to know my patients and
their expectations better, in order to define
appropriate goals? The educational diagnosis
Module 7: A little method: definition, planning and
implementation of learning teaching
Module 8: Patient evaluation: a necessity

– To propose a comprehensive humanistic approach to patient care aimed
at providing patients with the skills and strategies required to change their
behavior, in order to improve the patient’s health and, in particular, quality
of life.
– To provide an integrated model of TPE in which significant emotional and
behavioral needs of patients are met, ie, coherent interventions that center
on the patients’ needs, encouraging the coordination of the educational
team and emphasizing patient’s self-management.
– To improve relations between the caregiver and the patient using a
fundamental redefinition of their respective roles: patients become partners
and health care professionals become “coaches.”

Main contents

Module 1: Main concepts and tools used in TPE
–	Revisiting the concept of chronic disease. Quality of life. Pursuit of happiness
– TPE versus disease management.
– Motivation, self-management capabilities and self-efficacy, learned
helplessness, readiness to change, self-determination theory
– Psychological distress and resilience. Sociocultural factors, economic
insecurity
– Main principles of pedagogy: educational position between care and cure
–	Health psychology: contribution to TPE
Module 2: Stages of education program development
–	Individual assessment of patient’s needs and resources; negotiation of
objectives
– Personalized care planning viewed as a collaborative process in which
patients and health care professional identify and discuss problems related
to the patient’s condition
– TPE integrated into routine care
–	Educational individual or group sessions
–	Role and management of the patient-centered interdisciplinary team
– Patient evaluation: acquisition of skills, experience with the disease, ability
to cope, satisfaction; program evaluation: content and organization.
Active teaching methods are used for ∼40% of the program. Learning takes
Educational
Training is based on a central pedagogical
place through discoveries based on investigations, for example, case studies or
options
principle that constitutes the isomorphism: the
idea is to teach how the TPE should be conducted role games. The training is based on a problem-solving approach.
Both experienced health care professionals and university professors are
with patients (use of active learning techniques,
involved.
work on representations, centering on learner
engagement experience of the learner, etc.).
The evaluation test will consist of a personal
work, based on analysis of clinical situations
encountered by the participant.
Target audience Health practitioners in direct contact with
– Medical students or pharmacy students who have completed the second
patients.
cycle
Requirements: higher education diploma
– Physicians and pharmacists
–	Health care professionals who have completed a paramedical training:
dietitians, physiotherapists, nurses, psychologists and podiatrists.
Maximum number 15
25
of participants
Training sponsor University of Liege (Faculty of Medicine)
University of Lorraine (Medicine Faculty)
More information http://www.facmed.ulg.ac.be/cms/c_1457759/fr/
http://www.edulor-formation.fr/
certificat-d-universite-en-pratique-d-educationtherapeutique-du-patient
Abbreviation: TPE, therapeutic patient education.
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BE
X

FR

Reflective analysis
work

Participants were asked to produce a reflective analysis
work based on the contribution of individual course modules
and structured as follows: initial situation, situation course
module contribution, perspectives/practical implications.

Participants were asked to depict transformations induced by
the different training modules, more specially the evolution of
their state of mind during the training. Participants were also
asked to identify causal attribution of those transformations
(relative to the secondary objective of the study).

X

X

Specific open
questionnaire

Specific
semistructured
questionnaire

Participants were asked to specify the transformation of
their state of mind according to five themes identified in the
previous responses obtained in specific questionnaire.

X

X

Data collection tool

Description of data collection tool

Respondents

Figure 1 The data collection process.
Abbreviations: BE, Belgium; FR, France.

called “codes” and then into broader groups called “themes”.
An iterative process was then performed. If a new code
was introduced, all the narratives were read again to ensure
that the data extraction was complete and to verify that the
initial classification was accurate. Each narrative text was
read several times. The result was then used to construct a
preliminary analysis grid. Next, a second investigator (CC)
classified a sample of 100 randomly chosen quotations. The
rate of agreement between the two investigators in classifying the quotations was 71%. The reasons for disagreement
in classification were discussed, leading to a new analysis
grid that was more accurate in terms of defining the desired
themes. Two researchers (BP and CC) then independently
analyzed another 100-quotation sample. That time, the
rate of agreement between the two researchers was 87%,
which the study researchers deemed acceptable and in
keeping with the general recommendations of ∼80% for
this type of exploratory study.29 The principal investigator
(BP) then classified all the quotations. For each theme, all
the included quotations were synthesized to bring out the
main ideas. Finally, the observations were expressed in
the form of statements or propositions, which were used
to construct a model for characterizing educative attitude.
Content analysis of the raw data was used to create analysis
categories in which a set of statements could be extracted.
Those statements were submitted to the participants, who
could agree or not with the statements and offer suggestions
for reformulating them if they felt they were misunderstood
or inaccurate.
Patient Preference and Adherence 2017:11

As recommended by Miles and Huberman,30 several
quality criteria were used to ensure the validity of the results
and their interpretation:
• Triangulation: the protocol design, data collection and
data analysis were collaborative. Though only one person
(BP) ran the entire process, a four-person working group
met regularly and offered comments on the conduct of
the study
• Weighting: for each theme and subtheme, the number
of quotations were counted to get a more precise idea of
their importance
• Intercoder agreement: intercoder reliability was calculated and deemed acceptable .80%
• Theoretical validation: done by comparing the results with
existing scientific data (refer the “Discussion” section)
• Participant validation of the statements characterizing
educative attitude
• Collecting data from two groups being trained in different
contexts helped yield better data saturation

Ethical considerations
The Comite d’Ethique Hospitalo-Facultaire Universitaire de
Liege reviewed the study design and waived the requirements
for ethical approval and patient written informed consent,
given the nonintrusive nature of the questions and the lack
of any anticipated personal or professional consequences for
the HPs. Participation in the study was completely voluntary.
The participants were informed that the information revealed
would in no way affect their training process. All the HPs
submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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involved agreed to participate in the study. The participants’
words were anonymized beginning with transcription. Only
the principal investigator was able to connect the quotations
to the identity of a participant.

subtheme and the corresponding number of quotations. The
participant’s gender, age and profession are in parentheses
after each quotation. The quotations were translated from
French to English by a native English speaker.

Results
Characteristics of the sample

Temporal aspect

The characteristics of the study participants are shown in
Table 2. The majority were women, mainly dietitians and
nurses employed in urban hospitals.

Presentation of themes with examples
Seven themes were ultimately identified. Each is presented
with a description of its definition (what it means), a summary
of the content provided by the participants and accompanied
by quotations that illustrate that description (refer Boxes 1–7
for each theme). The weight of each theme was determined
by the number of participants who discussed the theme or
Table 2 Description of the sample
Characteristics
Country
France
Belgium
Gender
Female
Male
Age (years)
25–35
36–45
46–55
Profession
Dietitian
Nurse
Physician
Project coordinator
Physiotherapist
Pharmacist
Work settinga
Hospital
Private office
Health care network
Nursing home
Other
Method of payment
Fee for services
Employee
Mixed
Patient environmentb
Urban
Rural
Mixed
Notes: aSeveral answers allowed. bData missing for one participant.
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n (N=33)
20
13
29
4
11
10
12
8
17
3
2
2
1
25
4
6
3
1
1
28
4
27
3
2

This refers to the way in which the HPs think about chronic
illness in a long-term care relationship. The HPs stressed
the importance of making time for activities such as informing patients of the diagnosis and describing the treatment
plan. They talked about the need to make time to listen
(n=13, 20 quotations, a and b). Adapting the TPE to the
patient’s psychological readiness is an essential condition
for success in TPE (n=7, eight quotations, c). The professionals consider postponing educational activities an option
if patients are not ready and feel that it is not always the
right time for educational activities (n=4, five quotations,
d and e). The HPs understand that chronic illness involves a
long-term relationship (n=3, four quotations, f) (Box 1).

Personal benefits of TPE practice for HPs
This refers to the benefits of incorporating TPE into their
professional practice. The HPs acknowledged that incorporating TPE into their professional practices allowed/legitimized
Box 1 Extracts relating to the temporal aspects of educative attitude
a. Before, it was important for me to give the patients something
right from the beginning. There had to be nutritional information
from the start and I only focused on nutritional advice. I was not
in the least bit aware of the patient’s perceptions and I never
once thought that I had to pay attention to that. Shame on me!
[Female, 38, project coordinator]
b. Aware that it is good to make time to listen and understand
[Female, 33, nurse]
c.	I became aware of the different stages of change. So if the patient
is not ready, any attempt at support is bound to fail [Female, 43,
dietitian]
d. Being able to admit sometimes that you cannot progress, or
progress any further, but reassure the patient of your availability,
let them take the time to reflect, invite them to contact you at a
later date, if they feel the need [Female, 43, dietitian]
e.	Seeing as they did not want to talk about their illness, at least
for the moment, I decided to arrange to talk about it later
[Female, 52, dietitian]
f.	Longitudinal tracking and the chronicity of obesity provide
another outlook. I think I said it several times. According to my
view of obesity, chronicity was not present. I was looking at
things from a curative point of view. You change your behavior,
you lose weight, and then you can live “normally”, “like before”.
I really had a simplistic view of things, for sure, because I was
experiencing the situation from the inside, I was in denial to avoid
having to change and say goodbye to behaviors that certainly only
offered me secondary benefits [Female, 38, project coordinator]
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some professional activities that were previously considered
informal (such as being open to learning about patients’
lives; n=6, seven quotations, a), increased their motivation to work (n=2, two quotations), restored their capacity
for action with the patient, thus enhancing their sense of
competency and effectiveness (n=8, 19 quotations, b and c)
or, more broadly, improved their quality of life (n=1, one
quotation, d) (Box 2).

Emotional dimension
This refers to an awareness of the influence of psychological
mechanisms underlying the relationship with the patient. The
participants stressed the importance of consistency between
their thoughts, their emotions and their actions and of being
more natural with the patient (n=12, 15 quotations, a). The
HPs became aware of the potential for projecting emotions
that clinical situations elicited in them – the connection with
their personal circumstances, in particular – and for contamination of the therapeutic relationship (n=11, 24 quotations, b).
TPE also requires recognizing and welcoming patients’
emotions (n=3, three quotations, c). The training changed
the professionals’ attitude and made them more careful and
thoughtful with regard to their professional practice (n=17,
38 quotations, d). One participant stressed how valuable the
training was in making her aware that resistance is an integral
part of a patient’s strategy for coping with illness (n=1, one
quotation, e) (Box 3).

The professionalizing nature of TPE
This refers to the recognition that TPE demands a rigorous,
scientific (professional) approach. The HPs recognized
Box 2 Extracts relating to the perceived benefits of educative
attitude
a. This training allowed me to legitimize the fact of being able to
discuss things other than food, to open up to the patient’s
real life thus allowing a relationship of trust to be established
[Female, 38, project coordinator]
b. I think I have now finally moved on to the next step, I have
overcome the barriers I set myself, I have succeeded in becoming
active again, of being in charge of the situation [Female, 54,
dietitian]
c.	I now feel more competent, because I now realize that I can have
an influence on the situation: I am no longer a passive spectator,
I now have the tools to be an active player. I learnt to take
control again of an aspect of my job that I was not able to before
and this is undoubtedly one of the most impressive personal
developments […] [Female, 54, dietitian]
d.	She also allowed me to discover that TPE can also improve the
caregiver’s quality of life! [Female, 43, dietitian]
Abbreviation: TPE, therapeutic patient education.
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Box 3 Extracts relating to the emotional dimension of educative
attitude
a. There was clearly an internal incoherence between what
I was thinking, what I was doing and my emotional state (neurolinguistic programming) [Female, 40, nurse]
b. As a professional, we also have a personal and private life.
It is therefore quite normal that some elements reported by
the patient echo our own experiences. As a professional, you
have to learn to listen to yourself and take a step back from the
situations you experience in order to avoid a transference or
countertransference, which would cloud the relationship that is
in the process of forming [Female, 54, dietitian]
c. The patients’ emotions frighten me less, I accept them. And I think
that this helps me to better support them [Female, 48, nurse]
d. First of all, I would like to thank the whole teaching team who
have enabled me to question myself and “make” me take a
good deep look at my profession, my perceptions and the links
between every behavior [Female, 38, project coordinator]
e. A new consideration of difficult, resistant patients, by distancing
myself, taking a step back, in order to respect the times that are
not favorable to education and to seek appropriate solutions
[Female, 31, dietitian]

that TPE activities require mental preparation based on a
theoretical framework that helps give structure to their contacts or meetings with the patient (n=7, 14 quotations, a).
They recognized that TPE is more than just supplying information, which they considered insufficient for changing
an individual’s behavior (n=6, nine quotations, b). They
stressed the need for TPE-trained caregivers with real skills
(n=6, eight quotations, c). TPE helps structure and formalize
previously informal practices (n=5, five quotations). TPE was
felt to be a help in recognizing essential steps such as assessment and educational diagnosis as therapeutic acts (n=4,
four quotations, d). The HPs recognized that the scientific
process underpinning the TPE approach helped improve the
quality and safety of care (n=2, two quotations, e). Finally,
they reported that TPE required specialized knowledge of the
illness in question (n=1, one quotation, f) (Box 4).

Holistic, interdisciplinary approach to the patient
This is the awareness that there are multiple causes of chronic
disease that require the collaboration of different HPs. The
HPs noted the importance of a holistic view of disease,
recognizing the need for an environmental–biopsychosocial
approach. Each person should be considered in the context
of his history and living environment, to avoid a fragmented
or reductionist approach (n=23, 46 quotations, a). The HPs
became more open to the two aims of TPE, that is, health
and quality of life. The professionals were better able to see
their education work, their objectives and the evaluation
indicators in terms of these two aims (n=6, 12 quotations, b).
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Box 4 Extracts relating to the “professionalizing nature of TPE”
aspect of educative attitude

Box 5 Extracts relating to the holistic, interdisciplinary dimension
of educative attitude

a. I focus more efficiently on the structure of the interview, as
suggested in the “Calgary Cambridge” model. This helps me to
better “channel the talkative patient” and to already exchange
reference points regarding the (physical, psychological, social)
objectives to be set, what appropriate information to provide
and the planning of the following steps [Female, 54, dietitian]
b. We think that we were providing education but in fact, are not
we simply providing information, for instance by handing out
brochures? [Female, 48, nurse]
c. Before educating the patient, we, the caregivers, need to be
educated. Hence the value of training and continuing education,
so that we are competent [Female, 37, nurse]
d.	I must admit that as far as I am concerned, assessment was
practically nonexistent. It simply consisted of a debriefing during
the next session. I have become aware of its importance, so I
fully intend to do something about it [Female, 43, dietitian]
e. The patient’s education is more effective if it corresponds to a
structured approach that is implemented step-by-step [Female,
43, dietitian]
f. Knowledge of chronic disease is essential in order to practice
TPE [Female, 31, dietitian]

a. When I re-read my written remarks in the clinical case at the
beginning of the course, I noticed the overly reductionist tone I
used which belongs, above all, to an asymmetric model of patient
care [Female, 51, physician]
b.	It is also important to point out that before the training, I only
focused on weight. For me, it was a reflection of whether or
not I had succeeded in my job, a real source of permanent
stress that judged me as a therapist. The training allowed me to
relativize and let go of this method of assessment. Throughout
the training, we talked about “quality of life” rather than “losing
weight”, so I am trying to redirect my competencies in this
direction [Female, 38, project coordinator]
c. The most conclusive point I think, or in any case it is the one
that comes most clearly to mind, is the awareness of the role of
close friends and relations. I am trying to make patients more
aware of this, without criticizing them in any way, and asking
them to talk with those close to them, suggesting they even ask
one of their friends or relations to come to the consultation
with them [Male, 38, dietitian]
d. At the same time, the caregiver should not work alone. They
should work in an interdisciplinary network considering the
wealth every approach offers in terms of the patients’ care
[Female, 54, dietitian]
e. Knowing my limits by passing things on [Female, 31, dietitian]
f.	Every patient is unique and sometimes complex, they come with
a life history, at a given moment and we have to continuously
adapt to this [Female, 48, nurse]

Abbreviation: TPE, therapeutic patient education.

They became aware of the role of the patient’s environment
in facilitating or hindering the management of chronic illness
(n=11, 17 quotations, c). The HPs recognized the added
value of working as a multidisciplinary team, which they
considered a lever for improving care (n=10, 16 quotations,
d). They realized the importance of recognizing their limits
and being able to hand things over to other members of the
team or network when necessary (n=2, two quotations, e).
Chronic disease was recognized in all its complexity (n=2,
two quotations, f) (Box 5).

Educational relationship between the patient and
caregiver
This concerns HP perception of the educational nature of
TPE. The HPs identified their educational role in the therapeutic relationship, which consists of facilitating the patient’s
acquisition of abilities and competencies by creating conditions conducive to learning (n=17, 36 quotations, a). The
patient was considered an agent in his own behavior change,
capable of taking an active role in decision-making and the
care process (n=11, 13 quotations, b). The HPs recognized
the patient’s right to make mistakes as he learned (n=3, four
quotations, c). They pointed out the importance of adjusting
educational interventions to the patient’s knowledge and
representations (n=2, two quotations, d) and that patient
motivation must come from the patient himself (n=3, three
quotations, e). The HPs stressed the idea that chronic illness
means giving up the idea of being cured and that their role
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was to help patients live as well as possible with chronic
illness (n=4, five quotations, f). One HP stressed the importance of seeing the patient as an actor capable of making
health choices (n=1, one quotation, g) (Box 6).

Ethical relationship
These are the perceived conditions for a good, sustainable
TPE relationship that respects the patient and his loved ones.
TPE requires a transition from a directive, paternalistic
approach to a recognition that the patient is a full-fledged
partner in his care (n=12, 24 quotations, a). The participants
said that they had underestimated the patients’ experience and suggested giving greater weight to the patients’
experience with their illness by listening to them more
(n=11, 16 quotations, b). The participants pointed out the
personalized nature of the care, which should be adapted to
the patient’s abilities, experience and condition (including
his psychological condition; n=10, 12 quotations, c). The
patient’s free, informed choices should be considered a
central element in his care (n=8, 10 quotations, d). TPE
caused the HPs to reconsider their view of the clinical situation and the objectives, which might differ from the view
of the patient himself. It thus became important to them
to reconcile the different views (n=8, 13 quotations, e).
Patient Preference and Adherence 2017:11
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Box 6 Extracts relating to the “educational relationship”
dimension of educative attitude

Box 7 Extracts relating to the “ethical relationship” dimension
of educative attitude

a.	I recognize a change in my role as a healer, of someone who
facilitates change aimed at transferring the appropriate skills.
Instead of prescribing and instructing the patient, I focus on the
development of the patient’s autonomy [Female, 51, physician]
b.	I have understood the need to take the time to enable patients
to define their own standard of health by themselves, allowing
them to determine their own objectives in terms of quality of life
before setting a weight objective. I have indeed learned something
important: you should not substitute yourself for the patient
[Female, 54, dietitian]
c. The counselor must instill a feeling of trust in the patient; we
were not at school anymore, giving out reports and punishments!
The patient has the right to get things wrong, they will not be
judged. The counselor must ensure they support them in their
learning by raising their self-esteem and emphasizing all the
positive points [Female, 48, nurse]
d. For me, I became aware of the fact that patients come with their
perceptions of what their disease is [Female, 45, nurse]
e. A patient’s motivation can only come from within, everyone has
their own internal driving forces and their own list of priorities
[Female, 51, nurse]
f. The module shed light on the following point: giving up the idea
of healing seemed to me to be a key concept resulting in a very
different approach [Female, 38, project coordinator]
g.	However, my approach to patients is changing; I am trying to
see them as actors capable of making choices for their health or
quality of life [Female, 48, nurse]

a. The rather “fatherly” view I had of my profession in the
beginning (“I know what’s good for you”) has evolved throughout
my career toward greater respect and kindness toward the
patient, but I understand now that without the patient, I cannot
do anything. I now realize that if the patient is an active part of
the plan, you will get better results [Female, 48, nurse]
b.	I realize that, during the consultations, I underestimated the
patient’s experience despite the information they gave me
[Female, 54, dietitian]
c. The adaptation of the caregiver to the patient: adopting a flexible
and personalized approach so that it corresponds better to what
the patient wants, so that they can take an active role in caring
for their condition [Female, 28, project coordinator]
d.	I often remind myself of the importance of the patient’s
autonomy and respect for the freedom of choice, as long as it is
an informed choice [Female, 51, physician]
e. When I am with my patients, the debate about “normality”
makes me think that I should ask them what a normal situation
would be for them, in what way their current situation is
abnormal, how this normal situation would be different from a
so-called “ideal” situation [Male, 38, dietitian]
f.	Each patient we meet is a unique person with their own
sensitivities and the work we do is in relation to a human being.
This demands continuous adaptation and taking a step back so
that we can better help these patients [Female, 54, dietitian]
g. The caregiver must maintain a dialogue, without ever making
a judgment. It is the patient who knows what suits them.
Communication must be non-confrontational [Female, 54, dietitian]
h. To achieve this, it is necessary to establish a climate of trust and
transparency regarding what we do with/for them. The patient
must feel empowered and be a co-actor [Female, 54, dietitian]
i. A good dose of humility is required [Male, 38, dietitian]

The HPs talked about the value of seeing the person as
being at the center of his care, rather than just an organ or a
disease (n=7, nine quotations, f). They also pointed out the
importance of having a nonjudgmental, positive therapeutic
relationship with the patient (n=7, eight quotations, g). The
participants stressed the need to base the care relationship on
trust and transparency, in order to create a positive climate
of dialog and collaboration (n=6, seven quotations, h). They
recognized that humility is needed to get there (n=2, two
quotations, i) (Box 7).

Characterizing the educative attitude
Based on the abovementioned categories and using the
methods described in the “Methods” section, we laid out
the content elements in the form of statements on educative
attitude (Table 3) that might be used as an aid, for example,
in evaluating the educative attitude of HPs. Note that these
statements come directly from the HPs themselves. There are
no new elements from readings or other studies.

Discussion and conclusion
Discussion
This study looked at the changes in thinking experienced
by HPs enrolled in a TPE training program. The research
Patient Preference and Adherence 2017:11

design was pragmatic and based on an ascending approach
and on the perceptions of HPs who were novices in TPE and
had a range of experiences in managing chronic illnesses (as
estimated by the age of the sample, since data on the length
of time working were not collected) at two sites (Nancy and
Liege) with very different political and legal frameworks
for TPE. From the perceptions of these HPs, we were able
to identify seven dimensions of educative attitude. They
provide a broad view of educative attitude, which should be
considered a key component of TPE competency. A comparison with the literature confirms the theoretical validity
of our results.

Is TPE time consuming?
Professionals often report that a lack of time is an obstacle
to effective, appropriate TPE.11,12,31 It has been shown,
however, that a patient-centered approach and collaborative care can improve health outcomes without longer
patient visits.32 Our study suggests that what is needed is
submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Table 3 Statements regarding the characterization of the educative attitude
1. Concerning the relationship with time, educative attitude in the field of TPE is characterized by recognition of
– the need to take time for activities involving informing the patient of the diagnosis, patient identification, definition of a care plan;
– the possibility of postponing a TPE activity if the patient is not ready or to increase their motivation before undertaking the activity;
– the need to adapt the TPE to the patient’s psychological readiness and the caregiver’s need to be flexible and adaptable;
– the fact that chronic illness involves a long-term relationship (patient’s illness for life);
– the need to situate one’s intervention in relation to the patient’s life history and their medical treatment.
2. Concerning the benefits of TPE practice for the caregiver, the educative attitude in the field of TPE is characterized by the recognition that TPE
– helps reinforce the caregiver’s capacity for action in relation to the chronic patient;
– helps caregivers overcome the feeling of powerlessness and helps the caregiver get out of a dead-end/overcome an obstacle;
– allows the caregiver to have a more positive approach to their job (no longer being obliged to have a result-oriented approach);
– legitimizes (by giving real power) some of the caregiver’s activities (for instance, asking about the patient’s life history);
– helps improve the quality of the caregiver’s work life;
– improves the caregiver’s motivation.
3. Concerning the emotions, the educative attitude in the field of TPE is characterized by the recognition that TPE
– requires identifying and being aware of one’s emotions in order to avoid transference and projection;
– requires accepting and recognizing the patient’s emotions;
– requires an adjustment in the caregiver’s thoughts, emotions and actions (toward authenticity and coherence);
– requires acknowledging that patients’ resistance is an integral part of their development with regard to their illness;
– helps the caregiver recognize the impact of their verbal and nonverbal attitudes on the therapeutic relationship;
– helps the caregiver be more humble and more careful about their knowledge with regard to the patient;
– helps make caregivers more thoughtful about their professional practice.
4. Concerning the professionalizing nature of TPE, the educative attitude in the field of TPE is characterized by the recognition that TPE
– is more than just supplying information;
– requires trained, competent caregivers; in other words, TPE cannot be improvised;
– formalizes certain activities undertaken implicitly by caregivers;
– relies on an approach that acknowledges the essential stages such as assessment and educational diagnosis as therapeutic acts;
– requires in-depth biomedical knowledge of a specific chronic disease.
5. Concerning the holistic, interdisciplinary approach to the patient, the educative attitude in the field of TPE is characterized by the recognition that
– the aims of TPE are the individual’s QOL and health;
– TPE objectives, learning activities and indicators are situated in the biopsychosocial sphere;
– only a holistic approach to the patient is effective (vs compartmentalization or division): the illness is the result of a set of environmental and
biopsychosocial determining factors;
– close friends and relations must be considered as a determining factor in the illness and a resource or obstacle to care;
– chronic illness requires recourse to health care professionals specializing in different areas and interdisciplinary approach;
– caregivers have their own limits with regard to patients and it is sometimes necessary to refer the patient to someone else or work with other
caregivers.
6. Concerning the educational nature of the therapeutic relationship, the educative attitude in the field of TPE is characterized by the recognition that
– the caregiver’s role changes from a curative to an educational one;
– the educational role consists of learning to create, develop and recognize resources, facilitate learning and establish the right conditions for
learning, to inform the patient so that they can make their own health choices;
– making mistakes is an integral part of learning, including in the learning associated with TPE;
– it is important to use the patient’s knowledge and perceptions of the illness as a starting point;
– the patient is solely responsible for changing their own behavior (active position of the patient);
– the patient is capable of making choices (patient’s competence);
– the patient’s internal motivation must be stimulated.
7. Concerning the ethical relationship, the educative attitude in the field of TPE is characterized by the recognition that
– above all, we are caring for a human being and not an organ/illness;
– TPE involves the following values: being nonjudgmental, positive, trustworthy, transparent and humble;
– TPE requires changing from an interventionist mode to a deliberative mode, ie, partnership;
– the patient must be recognized for who they are (personalized approach);
– the patient is an expert in the experience of his illness;
– the patient is free to make their own health choices, and the caregiver’s job is to make that choice is an informed one;
– the patient’s view can be different from the caregiver’s, especially with regard to therapeutic objectives.
Abbreviations: TPE, therapeutic patient education; QOL, quality of life.

not more time for TPE, but a different relationship with
time. More specifically, caregivers need to spend time
with the patient on activities such as educational diagnosis and assessment, which are often neglected, and better
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adapt activities to the patient’s psychology. It makes no
educational sense to invite patients to TPE workshops if
they are not ready for it. We note that few participants
reacted to or gave quotations that would fit this category of
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process should focus on.
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Personal benefits of TPE practice
Numerous studies have reported the need for HPs to
understand the importance of, and be aware of, TPE.33,34
The results of our study go even further, emphasizing that
when caregivers see the personal benefits of TPE, their job
satisfaction/motivation and the quality of their working life
improve. Since Rosentstock’s35 health psychology models
have taught us that recognizing the benefits of taking action
is crucial for implementing that action, some professionals
go even further by acknowledging that TPE helps them
gain, or regain, a capacity for action with the patient – that
is, it empowers the HPs themselves. That conviction needs
to be reinforced, since few of the participants in our study
mentioned those results unsolicited. We also note that the
participants mentioned only the personal benefits of TPE,
while Anderson et al23 pointed out the benefits of the educational approach to society and the quality of care. This is
no doubt due to the method used to collect the data, which
focused on the personal transformation experienced by the
people questioned. The legitimization of educational activities is another important point reported by the participants
that is worth emphasizing. Indeed, without the sanction of
TPE practice, professionals run the risk of being frustrated
or unable to fully practice their educational activities.36

Emotional dimension
The care relationship can no longer be considered a purely
intellectual one. Patient and caregiver emotions must be
considered an integral part of the therapeutic relationship and cannot be denied. HPs have often been trained,
and have (explicitly or implicitly) learned, to deny their
emotions, to prevent the latter from compromising their
decision-making ability and objectivity. As a result, HPs
tend to avoid emotional subjects by focusing on the technical aspects of the treatment. Training should address how
to manage one’s emotions, and it should be considered a
necessary skill.37 Moreover, Berg38 showed that having an
empathic psychotherapeutic attitude and understanding
the mechanisms underlying patient resistance may result
in an increased preference for using TPE in professional
practice. Finally, we observed that the educative attitude
led most participants to an introspective approach, which
is confirmed by the results of other studies. Mikkonen
and Hynynen27 considered introspection a prerequisite
to TPE, a view that seems fairly well-represented in our
study results.
Patient Preference and Adherence 2017:11
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Holistic dimension of care
Our results indicate how important it is that caregivers
recognize the need for, and be open to, a holistic, environmental–biopsychosocial39 approach to care, as was reported
by Blakeman et al.15 That aspect of educative attitude was
recognized by a majority of the participants interviewed;
it is a real challenge for professionals to orient themselves
toward the more psychological and emotional aspects of care
and quality of life issues.21 Yet, failing to place the patient
and his illness in a broader life context may expose him to
accusations of noncompliance,40 relegating him to the status
of “bad patient”. From this perspective, Rogers41 calls for
unconditional acceptance of patients, and thus, professionals
should refrain from any kind of moral or ethical judgments
and cultivate intellectual acceptance of the patient when they
meet. In addition, in this holistic approach, it is important
that professionals develop a positive attitude about involvement by the patient’s loved ones42 – who can be considered
a lever for or obstacle to TPE. A natural extension of the
holistic approach is to consider the need for interdisciplinarity and recognition of one’s professional limits. In our study,
however, a minority of HPs mentioned such recognition unsolicited, despite the fact that it is essential for evolving from a
multidisciplinary approach to true interdisciplinarity.43

Educational relationship dimension
TPE requires HPs to evolve from an advising relationship to
an educational relationship.27 Patients need to play an active
role in their own care.24 If patients are to play an active role,
they must be considered capable of making choices and
acting on behalf of their own health. Wu et al,44 however,
showed that nurses saw patients as less capable of performing self-care than did the patients themselves. HPs asked for
help and support in fulfilling the educator function, while
they felt more secure in their previous position as experts.45
Hult et al16 reinforced this idea as follows:
There is a strong need to focus on the parts of the pedagogical work and to encourage and support the development of
professional pedagogical knowledge.

The challenge is to demonstrate to HPs the value of
bringing education science to health care roles. Although
roughly half of our respondents included this idea of the
caregiver’s educational role, that role seems to be unclear
to many HPs.

Professionalizing dimension of TPE
Our results show that HPs recognize the importance of and
need for specific TPE training, which is consistent with
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the results of previous studies.23,46 That attitude requires,
however, that HPs know and prioritize their patient education
responsibilities47 and recognize that education is a scientific
health care approach. That education mission must be treated
as complementary to specialized biomedical knowledge of
the disease.

The ethical dimension of educative attitude consists of
respecting and recognizing the patient as a person with all the
considerations that entail, including the need to better identify
and understand the patient’s own ideas, wishes and perceptions (he should be seen as a full-fledged person),15 and the
acknowledgment that professionals and patients are equal and
have different types of expertise.27 It also requires recognizing
the patient’s ability to take responsibility for his health and
the patient’s freedom.48 For patients to be able to make their
own choices, however, HPs must give them the information
they need to ensure that those choices are informed ones,49
which requires good knowledge of the disease. One important point to note regarding the fact that HPs can sometimes
overestimate how much they know about the patient, perhaps
because they incorrectly interpret what the patient says or
because they tend not to listen actively to the patient.50 TPE
requires that HPs ask themselves how they can help the
patient achieve their own health goals.51

demands few technical skills of the patient but a great deal
of effort in adapting to the disease. This requires that HPs
take a new view of their role.39
One dimension of educative attitude that is missing from
our results is, perhaps, that of “care,” understood as the HP’s
support in helping the patient cope with the psychological
difficulties caused by the treatment, the disease and the
consequences of the disease.53 In Europe – and France, in
particular – there is a distinction between TPE and support
activities, the first being centered on learning and the second on psychological support for individuals.54 Yet, some
authors point out that these concepts are complementary
when it comes to providing patients with optimal care, in
terms of both their health and their quality of life.55 Such
observations demand further study to understand the reasons
for this split.
Note that the seven dimensions of educative attitude
should be thought of as forming a complementary whole.
Of course, that goes beyond the “educational” dimension
and requires that HPs truly reconsider how they view their
role, the care relationship and the principles that underlie it.
If we succeed in changing these perceptions, if we engage
HPs in this type of reasoning, then according to the theories
of Fishbein and Ajzen,56 in particular, such changes will lead
to a change in professional practices that will enable them to
regain a certain capacity for action with patients.

General comments

Limitations of the study

The design of this study is original in that it explores what
might be called a hidden curriculum, that is, the participant
attitudes and values that are learned/internalized implicitly
yet not stated explicitly as formal training objectives. 52
Attitude change is rarely discussed in either TPE training
programs or recommendations on the subject. Given the
importance of attitude to educational competency, it seems
necessary to bring educative attitude out of the shadows and
into the light.
Indeed, an educative attitude seems essential for managing chronic illnesses.

This study has several limitations. 1) The first part of the
information collected to identify the characteristics of
educative attitude was derived from the training program
participants’ evaluations and may, therefore, be colored by
a sort of social desirability in the participants’ responses.
2) One researcher did the majority of the data collection,
analysis and quotation extraction. There were, however,
regular exchanges with the working group to ensure better
validation and triangulation in the operations conducted.
3) The majority of the respondents were nurses who worked
in an urban hospital setting. The results are, therefore, not
representative of the wide range of potential TPE training
program beneficiaries. Moreover, while the chronic diseases included in the study were varied, we did not cover
all chronic diseases and our study is therefore exploratory.
4) The results reflect a fragmented view of educative attitude,
with the seven dimensions presented one by one. While
the connections between the various dimensions should be
identified, it will require additional studies. Concept maps57
might be a good tool for that purpose. 5) If we talk about

Ethical dimension of care

TPE that focuses on patients’ daily lives and psychosocial
environment is considered the cornerstone of chronic
disease management.39

While the primary task of HPs is to help patients develop
the skills needed to cope with their disease in daily life,
caregiver-educators must change their views, perceptions and
beliefs about disease, the care relationship and the patient.
This is especially true, for example, with obesity, which
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changes in thinking experienced by health care professionals,
our study cannot be considered to be a pre/posttest design.
Our study is exploratory and further studies will be carried
out to assess how health care professional educative attitude
evolve during training.

his careful rereading, which helped bring greater clarity and
focus to the article.

Future prospects and practical
implications

References

The statements that characterize educative attitude (Table 3)
are central to our study, since they can be used as a benchmark for evaluating educative attitude in TPE training
programs. These statements can be used to create a space
for dialogue on the changes in thinking experienced by
professionals in this type of training. Table 3 might also
be used for working with care teams on these dimensions
of attitude, asking where team members see themselves in
terms of the different dimensions; this could help identify
and clarify the reasons for any tensions between professionals
on the same team.58
The approach for characterizing educative attitude proposed in this article calls for further study: 1) validation via
quantitative evaluation to test the tool’s psychometric characteristics; 2) comparing the responses with other key actors
or stakeholders such as patients and TPE trainers, to ensure
consistency between the trainers’, beneficiaries’ (caregivers’)
and final beneficiaries’ (ie, patients’) views.

Conclusion
TPE programs can lead to changes in HPs’ attitudes,33,59,60 and
several studies have suggested that this attitude change helps
strengthen HPs’ self-management/TPE practices.18,61 In this
context, educative attitude is a key resource in educational
competency and TPE practices and should be included in
TPE recommendations. This study highlights and identifies
the characteristics of educative attitude, offering a broad view
of the concept. It is important that HPs adopt this attitude in
all its dimensions, to ensure that their practices and behavior
are in keeping with current social and health care needs and
developments. While training is a major lever for that, it must
not be considered the only option; thought should be given
to educative attitude wherever the conditions for its optimal
development exist.
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